
Class-II Learning Log for the Month   

         Of 

AUGUST –2017 

       

Dear Parents,  

   As our country is celebrating 71th Independence 

day, let’s remember the martyrs and leaders who sacrificed their 

lives in the struggle for Independence. Along with national 

festival, we are also celebrating “Raksha Bandhan” -“A festival 

that signify bond between Brother and Sister”. 

 “Ganesh Chaturthi”, also known as Vinayaka Chaturthi is an 

Indian festival that marks the birthday of Lord Ganesha.  

 

  

 

 

 



Theme : Types of Plants                         Week No : 12 to 15 

SUBJECT TOPIC LEARNING 

OUTCOME 

PARENTAL 

INTERVENTION 

 

 

ENGLISH 

 

Block  

6:Visualising         

the story. 

7:Describing       

words. 

8:Writing a 

Poem. 

 

 

Children will be able 

to use pictures and 

sound words to 

visualize the story. 

Parents can read aloud 

stories and your ward 

to close their eyes and 

imagine them. 

 

MATHS 

Block  

6: Subtracting     

2digit -1 

digit. 

7:  Lines 

8: Flat Shapes 

 

Children will be able 

to subtract numbers 

by using their place 

values. 

Parents can encourage 

them by rolling a dice 

to form 2-digit 

numbers and subtract 

them using both 

expanded form and 

column method. 

                   

 
   EVS 

 

 

Block  

6.Types of 

Plants. 

7: Importance 

of plants. 

8: Parts of our    

body 

Children can 

categorize any plant 

based on its features.  

Parents can go for a 

walk in park, and ask 

them to identify the 

types of plants. 

 

. 

 

TELUGU 

 

 

 

Ls-4 & 

ఒత్తు లు 

పదాలు 

ఒత్తు లను  గుర్ుించి 

పదాలను ధారళoగ 

చదుఴుతారు 

T.B  

అభ్యాసలను 

చేయించడింలో 

సహకర్ించఴలెను 



HINDI 

इकाई – १ 
 

३. चार दोस्तों 
की कहानी I 

विद्याथी अपने 
श्रिण,िाचन-कौशऱ तथा 
पठन-कौशऱ का विकास 
करेंगे I विद्याथी स्ितंत्र 
रूप से अपने विचारों 
और भािों को प्रकट 
करेंगे I 

पढ़ाए गए पाठ को पढ़ने में 
मदद करें I 

MUSIC 
 

Anondholoke 

(Bengali song) 

 Make the children to 

practice at home. 

DANCE 
 

Dance 

movements of 

animal 

characters. 

  

COMPUTERS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

ART & 

CRAFT 
 

IPO cycle 
 

 

 

Drawing & 

Colouring 

 Help your ward to 

know about the 

terminology of Input, 

Process, Output  

Cycle by showing them 

live examples. 

 

Make the children to 

practice at home. 

PHYSICAL 

EDUCATION 
 

 

 

 

Marching  

 And  

Catching the  

ball 

  

 



Kindly go through our website regularly for further details.  Have 

a blessed eco- friendly Ganesh Chaturthi by using eco-friendly 

Ganesh idols and helping the environment go green again.. 

With Best Wishes, 

 

Warm Regards. 
 

Class:      II- A     II- B     II- C     II- D     II- E 

Class 

Teachers:  

Mrs. 

Gunjan 

Kaur 

Mrs. Tals 

Devi 

Mrs.V.Pavani 

Priya 

Mrs. 

Ananda 

Jyothi 

Mrs. Vasavi 

Goud 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II Language  

Teachers: 

Mangotha.V T.Srivalli Chandrakala Prasanna 

 HINDI HINDI Telugu Telugu 

 


